EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY

with

OUTSTANDING VALUE

This Item is hard coated for superior
scratch and chemical resitance.
No special cleaning instructions needed.
THIS LABEL TELLS A STORY AND IS OF GREAT SIGNIFICANCE ~ IT’S A BIG DEAL!
AcryliCo is now offering our UMMA manufacturers hard coatings on all its windshields. Once applied,
this coating provides a glass-like surface, offering acrylics a whole new life and exceptional durability.
From the boat builder’s viewpoint, coated parts offer customer value at an economic price. We
estimate for most center console windshields, the coating will only add an incremental cost of in
between 12 to 15% to the final price. So for example, for a $60.00 windshield, the coated version will
add less than $10.00 to its total cost.
However, this is an investment which offers excellent long term dividends for both manufacturer and
boat owner alike. In the shop, the coating will provide more damage resistance, such as making paint
lines harder to scratch since the coating goes over the paint and over-spray can be easily taken off,
even with acetone!
From the boat owner’s perspective, the use of ammonia-based cleaners have damaged windshields
for decades. Despite the cleaning instruction stickers clearly stating the use of “soapy water”, sooner
or later the Windex comes out and the windshield will deteriorate to the point where it requires
replacement — No more!
Acrylico’s coating will provide the boat owner with a windshield holding similar durability characteristics
to glass, yet at the price of acrylic and a lot less weight. Water will also bead off the coating, similar
to the properties of Rainex application with the added bonus of being scratch resistant. Wash downs
can now be carried out with the same products as used on the boat.
AcryliCo has introduced a service to supply coated samples of current production windshields to all
our customers for independent testing. Finally, the time has come when smaller boats can enjoy the
same high profile advantages of product which has long being the benchmark for high performance
offshore racers. “This is good stuff!”, said one of our fast-boat customers. “I had to sand the surface
because paint won’t stick to it and used up a box of 320 grit to rough up maybe three feet!”
AcryliCo has made a huge investment in this technology. To achieve perfect application demands a
class 10,000 or better clean room with rigorous temperature and humidity controls. There may be an
increase in labor over and above the actual cost of the coating, but we firmly hold the opinion it is
well worth it!
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